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1. INTRODUCTION 
Construction of new solutions by superposition of known ones is a familiar 
tool in partial differential equations, with particularly important applications 
to the solution of boundary problems (see [2], for example). Generally, such 
methods are necessarily restricted to linear equations since, for these, the 
superposition principles are well-known. It is indeed often possible, however, 
to construct interesting superposition principles when the equations are 
nonlinear; and it is the purpose of this paper to investigate several methods 
for doing this, with special interest focused on the equation 
Here ~1 is a constant, and the bi are differentiable functions satisfying 
br2 + *.e + bz-, > 0. Burger’s equation of turbulence [l], 
hm. = f% + Ut , (2) 
is a special case of (1) with n = 2, b,(x, , xs) = 0, and b,(~,) constant. Some 
of the results we obtain for the general Eq. (1) were previously found to hold 
in the special case (2) by Jones and Ames [3], and these are indicated. 
The general approach, in fact, is an extension of that employed by Jones 
and Ames, who formalized the fundamental considerations and obtained 
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results for certain special equations, principally (2). We begin with the fol- 
lowing definition, a modification of one given in [3]: 
DEFINITION 1. A reduced connecting function for a partial differential 
equation is a twice-continuously differentiable function F(u, ,..., u,) which 
is a solution of that equation whenever each of ur ,..., u, is. 
By a solution to an equation, we shall always mean a twice-continuously 
differentiable function satisfying the equation. 
2. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
Our theorems will be local in character. We shall be interested, henceforth, 
in the nature of solutions to the given equations only in an n-dimensional 
sphere about a given point (xrO,..., xno). 
For any solution u to (l), we introduce the auxiliary function o(x, ,..., x,+r), 
chosen to be any solution of the equation 
&J (&+... - 
1 + L1 a&-, 
= pu2(x, ,..., h-1 , x,0) - z&(x, ,...I xn-1 , x,“) u(x1 ,--*, G-1 , Go) (3) 
au -- 
ax* ( Xl ,**a, &z-l , %z “)- 
Such a v is not uniquely determined; and in fact, except for n = 2, is not 
even unique up to a constant. 
The following lemma then applies. 
LEMMA 1. If  u solves (1) cmd e, solwes (3), then the fundon 
‘,a U(x, ,..., xn) = s u(xl ,..., xnml , T) dT + $x1 ,..., x,J (4) %O 
satisjies the partial differential equation 
and SU/~~X,,~ exists, 
(5) 
Comersely, if U is any such solution of (5), then NJ/ax, is a solutbn of (1). 
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It is clear that if U is given by (4), then 
gg + i bk g = 2 u(x1 ,..., x,) + b&x, ,..., xn) #(X1 ,..., x,) 
n k=l R 
+ /r. z; b,& ,..., x,-l> & u(.q ,..., xel , T) dr 
” 
k=l 
If we now apply (1) and (3), we obtain that 
+ puyx, ,-*a, %-1 , Go) 
- b&x, ,..., x,-l , xn”) +I ,..., .‘&-I 9 2,‘) 
- b,(x, ,..., x,-~ , T) u(xl ,..., xn-, , 7) 
a - - u(xl ,..., x,-, , T) dT 
aT 1 
au 2 
= /.LU2(XI ,..., XJ = p ax . 
1 1 IL 
Conversely, if U solves (5), we obtain, upon differentiation, that 
3. SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLES FOR A GENERALIZATION OF (5), 
mu FOR A CLOSE RELATIVE 
Because of Lemma 1, a convenient procedure suggests itself. Given any 
collection of solutions ill ,..., II,,, to (l), we generate by the lemma solutions 
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u1 )..., Uw, to (5), apply superposition principles valid for (5) to obtain new 
solutions for (5); and, finally, differentiate, again using the lemma, to get 
new solutions to (1). Before using this technique, we shall of course first need 
to develop superposition principles for (5). It is, thus, convenient to consider 
at this time the following generalization of (5): 
and a close relative, 
where (Y is constant. These equations, of course, have much interest in their 
own right beyond the relation of (6) to (5). Jones and Ames consider the 
equation 
which is seen to be a special case of (6), and which relates to the combustion 
of gas in a rocket. Their results in this case will be discussed later. 
We shall look first at (6) [the treatment for (7) is similar], and seek super- 
position principles which are expressed directly by reduced connecting 
functions. Clearly, F(u, ,..., u,) is a reduced connecting function for (6) if, 
and only if, 
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Making use of (6), we obtain that 
where 8/r is the Kronecker delta. This induces us at once to look for functions 
which satisfy the system of second-order equations 
3.F 
- = g(F) g $ -g(q) g #', au, au, 1, r = I,..., m; (8) r 
and, hence, we get the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let w(t) be dejined by 
Then, 
w”(t) = g(w) [w’]Z. 
F = w f  A, 1’” exp [ - jl g(tl) dtl] dt, + K) 
S-1 %I 
is a reduced connecting function for (6) for any constants A, , uO , to , K for 
which the integrals are well-dejined. 
It suffices to show that F satisfies (8), and that is immediate. 
For the special case 
~t+B%2=ht!, 
mentioned previously, Jones and Ames [3] obtain the reduced connecting 
function 
F= -ulog[exp(-$)+exp(-$-)I. 
This result is also easily obtained by an application of Theorem 1, with 
m = 2, by choosing w(t) = - 2h log t and suitable constants. 
Because the method is identical, we also mention at this time the result 
for (7): 
THEOREM 2. Iful ,..., u, are positive solutions to (7), then 
PO (i 1 8, 1 u~+)~‘(~-~) if a: f 1 
F= p=1 
/.j & . . . Q 
01 
if or=1 
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is also a positive solution for any constants & , PI ,..., /3,,, such that /I,-, > 0 and 
81 + ... +/L = 1. 
4. SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLES FOR (1) 
Using the method described at the start of the preceding section, employing 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we get the main theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let ul ,..., u, be solutions to (l), and let v, ,..., v.,,, be solutions 
to the corresponding auxiliary equations (3). Then, if 
the function 
is also a solution, for any choice of constants k, , A, ,..., A, . 
By Lemma 1, each Uj solves Eq. (5); and by Theorem 1, so does 
F = - i In f A,eeUup + k, 
( 
. 
!D=l 1 
The proof is completed by an application of the second half of Lemma 1, 
which yields that G = (aFlax,) is a solution of (I). 
EXAMPLE. For Burgers’ Eq. (2), 
W, 4 = j; u,(h 5) de + j:, [h 2 (s, x") - + u(P(s, x0)] a3 + ki , 
where the ki are arbitrary constants. From the theorem, we known then that 
G = - 2 & In (f A, exp [ - & Up(t, x)] + ko) I zl=l 
is also a solution to (2). For m = 2, Jones and Ames obtained a similar result 
in [3], with A, = A, = 1. 
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If we assume that ul(to, P) # u,(tO, x0), then we can solve uniquely, for t 
close to to, the initial value problem 
r’(t) = + b& Y) + f4C rll - X & 1444 y) - @, Al, 
y(P) = x0. 
Hence, 
since they agree at t = to and have identical derivatives. It thus follows that 
if ul and ua are solutions to Burgers’ equation, so is 
G = - 2 $ (In ]A~ exp [ - $ S:,,, ~1~6, t) dt] 
+ 4 exp [ - $ S:,,, f4K t> d5] 1) . 
5. SOME FIRST-ORDER EQUATIONS 
In conclusion, we mention some elementary results for certain equations 
of the general form 
(9) 
The simplest nonlinear equation possible is (9) with 
4% Xl ,*-*, %) = & ,---, %J&). 
For this, it is clear that F = F(u, ,..., u,) is a reduced connecting function if 
ghg + **- +A.,)-$ = g(F) ; 
m  
(10) 
and, hence, the following theorem applies: 
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THEOREM 4. Letg(z) f  0 be defined and continuous on the open interval I; 
and let each of the solutions uj(xl ,..., xn), j = l,..., m to the equation 
$I 45 ,..., .G) g = 4x1 ,..., .y,J g(u), 
map the open set N into I. 
Further, for .$ E I, define on I the function fe(t) = esp( SE ds/g(s)), and let Se 
denote its range. Then clearly S, is an open interval containing 1, and a unique 
inverse function f  ;’ exists from S, to I. Moreover, if h is any di#erentiable 
function on UPEUlw 5 .Y-’ which is quasiinvariant in the sense that it maps each 
ST-’ into the corresponding S, , then the function 
F = f  ;,‘{fu,(ul) h[f,l(u,),...,f,,(u,,)l~ 
= f;: [f&4 h (+$$ ,..., 
fU&J 
~ 
f&4 )I 
is a solution to (9a) for any u0 E I. 
Here we use the notation 
q-1 = s, x s, x ... x s,. 
\ v / 
m-l times 
The proof depends simply on showing that F so given satisfies (10). 
EXAMPLE 1. The generalized geometric mean. As a first application of 
this theorem, choose h so that 
F = f  ;:( fu,(uP . . . fu,(uJ”), (11) 
where the constants 01~ , i = I,..., m are subject to the restrictions 01~ 3 0 
and oll + 1.1 + 01, = 1. Clearly, this h maps each SF-l into the corresponding 
S E’ 
EXAMPLE 2. The generalized arithmetic mean. Similarly, we may choose 
h so that 
F = f  ;;(qfu,(ul)” + -0. + a, fu,(u,)“)(1’9), (12) 
where LY~ > 0 for all i = l,..,, m and 0~~ + ... + OL,~ = 1, and where p > 0. 
Moreover, if we are willing to beg the question of whether h is an admissible 
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function, we can simply state that (11) [or (12)] is ‘a reduced connecting 
function for any cyi such that (11) [or (12)] is well-defined. For (12) and 
a1 = 012 = *** = CX, = 1, p = 1, Jones and Ames do this in [3]. 
In place of (9a), one can study the equation 
Pb) 
where Q + 1. Then (10) is replaced by the system 
zq$+-+um~~=F~, 
aF %F 
u - + .-* +u,- =F; 
1 ,n 1 au, au, 
and one obtains as connecting function 
F = u;-” + (u;-” 
provided H is differentiable and such that F is well-defined. Analogously, for 
the equation 
the corresponding result is 
obtained by solving the system 
%F aF 
ullogu,au+~~~+u,,,logu,,,aEl=FlogF, 
1 m 
aF 
aF F u -++.*+u,---= l au, au, 
. 
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